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RESULTS SNAPSHOT 

 
In 2005, the Aboriginal Tourism Association of BC (AtBC) completed the development of its Aboriginal 
Cultural Tourism Blueprint Strategy (Blueprint Strategy). With the support of the Government of Canada 
and Province of British Columbia, it began implementing the Blueprint Strategy in 2006. It focused on 
strengthening and growing the Aboriginal cultural tourism industry in BC through three thematic tiers of 
activity that focused on: 1) Building awareness of cultural tourism opportunities; 2) Supporting product 
development through skills training, partnerships, and market readiness initiatives; and 3) Promoting 
products through a range of targeted marketing and communications programs. 
 
This report provides insights into Aboriginal tourism’s performance between 2006 and 2012, and describes 
those AtBC strategic initiatives that have been especially influential in supporting this emergent sector’s 
development. It also provides perspectives on prospects for Aboriginal tourism growth as expressed by 
current operators, travel trade representatives and broader tourism industry partners. 
 
When reviewing Aboriginal tourism’s performance, it is important to recognize that at the time the 
Blueprint Strategy was being prepared, BC’s tourism industry was thriving and the anticipated outcomes of 
the Strategy’s implementation were particularly optimistic. However, early in the Strategy’s 
implementation, a global recession placed many national economies in jeopardy, and dampened tourism 
demand around the world. Consequently, tourism flows and associated revenues for governments and 
businesses dropped in most regions. The recession and its related spillover effects challenged tourism 
performance and prospects for Canada, BC, and Aboriginal tourism development. Notwithstanding this 
reality, Aboriginal tourism development over the period 2006-2012 became a ‘good news story’ not only for 
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Aboriginal stakeholders, but also the broader BC tourism industry. Several of AtBC’s Blueprint Strategy 
activities have contributed to this performance and most significantly are laying the groundwork for future 
growth opportunities. 
 
The following sections highlight particularly important aspects of AtBC’s Blueprint Strategy activities that 
have contributed to Aboriginal tourism’s rapid emergence as a valued component of BC’s tourism economy, 
as well as broader First Nation’s goals. 
 
Activities, Outreach and Partnerships 
A wide range of Blueprint Strategy programs were implemented between 2006 and 2012. The relative focus 
and emphasis of these programs changed as AtBC’s awareness and capacity to address key ‘on the 
ground’ issues grew. The following sections profile initiatives that were particularly influential in shaping 
Aboriginal tourism’s performance during this period. They relate to the three tiers of the Blueprint Strategy: 
Tier 1: Awareness Building, Tier 2: Product Development and Capacity Building through stakeholder and 
partnerships activities, and Tier 3: Marketing. 
 
Tier 1: Awareness Building 

 AtBC’s awareness activities were critical in the initial implementation to growing Aboriginal 
cultural tourism in British Columbia and sustaining its growth into the future. Aboriginal tourism 
has evolved in the areas of First Nation participation in community planning and business 
startup, cultural inclusion, as well as Aboriginal people sharing culture and becoming employed 
in the industry. 

 Participation in career fairs at high schools and presentations to post-secondary school 
classrooms throughout the province exposed Aboriginal youth and adults to career opportunities 
in tourism. 

 A growing number of travel trade operators are including Aboriginal tourism in their packages. 
AtBC has facilitated these relationships by introducing operators to Aboriginal tourism 
opportunities by, hosting receptions, attending travel trade events and marketplaces, and 
developing trade materials. 

 Aboriginal cultures and related tourism operations enjoyed an unprecedented boost in public 
awareness leading up to and during the 2010 Winter Olympics. Media coverage of First Nation, 
Inuit and Métis cultures was exceptional. AtBC played a pivotal role in facilitating connections for 
Aboriginal tourism operators with media representatives, as well as travel trade organizations 
attending the Games. 

 Ongoing communication and accountability initiatives kept AtBC stakeholders and other 
‘influentials’ engaged in and apprised of Aboriginal tourism’s progress. In 2012, AtBC distributed 
its e-updates to more than 815 different contacts across BC and Canada. This represented more 
than a doubling over 2011 levels, and increased awareness of Aboriginal tourism development 
advancement in BC. 
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 AtBC’s involvement in the development and delivery of National Aboriginal Tourism Conferences 
provided unique opportunities to showcase its best practices and future directions to audiences 
from around the globe. This has led to its positioning and formal recognition as a ‘model’ in 
Aboriginal tourism development. 

 
Tier 2: Product Development and Capacity Building 

 AtBC developed a portfolio of product development and management capacity building programs 
tailored to improving the market readiness of Aboriginal tourism products and services. It also 
developed a network of trained guides to deliver these programs across BC at regional and 
community levels. The programs introduced Aboriginal tourism stakeholders to various 
dimensions of planning for community tourism, business planning, as well as hospitality and 
cultural training. With the assistance of its trained guides and support of local community 
partners, AtBC delivered 7 different programs to 20 different Aboriginal groups and 274 people 
across BC during the period 2006-2012. 

 Additional AtBC’s outreach activities extended to providing advice and support to 9 Aboriginal 
communities on more comprehensive development strategies related to community tourism 
development, business planning and human resource capacity building. These projects occurred 
in 4 of BC’s 6 tourism regions. These community initiatives emerged from 12 initial Planning for 
Tourism Development workshops conducted by AtBC trained guides. 

 AtBC shifted its governance structure from a membership-based system to a stakeholder focused 
model in order for it to become more responsive to the Aboriginal tourism operators. This change 
in ‘business model’ led to an increase in the number of Aboriginal tourism operators involved with 
AtBC, and the development of a new revenue stream for its operations. In 2012, there were 152 
stakeholders and associates involved in AtBC programs. 

 AtBC nurtured on-going relationships with a wide range of partners who are influential in shaping 
opportunities for Aboriginal tourism development in BC. These include travel trade, regional 
destination marketing organizations, as well as provincial and national tourism agencies. This 
has led to AtBC’s involvement and Aboriginal tourism’s integration into key tourism industry 
development strategies and marketing programs in BC and Canada-wide. This integration 
significantly enhances AtBC’s ability to fulfill its mandate. 

 Recognizing the role Vancouver plays as the ‘gateway’ to the rest of BC, in 2010 AtBC established 
Klahowya Village in Stanley Park. With the endorsement of the three host First Nations – 
Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh First Nations – and the support of the City of 
Vancouver, other government departments and the private sector, this attraction provides visitors 
with an introduction to Aboriginal cultures in BC, as well as a sense of the range of Aboriginal 
cultural tourism experiences across the province. 

 AtBC created its Aboriginal tourism cultural authenticity program to support the development and 
promotion of market-ready Aboriginal tourism operations that provided culturally appropriate and 
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recognized Aboriginal experiences, and continuously maintain high operating, hospitality and 
cultural standards and integrity. In 2012, 6 Aboriginal tourism operators received the brand. 

 
Tier 3: Marketing 

 AtBC altered its Board of Directors governance structure in 2010 to ensure that Aboriginal 
representation from all of BC’s tourism regions was recognized in approach to governance and 
program delivery. This realignment led to a broadened geographical focus to the development and 
delivery of AtBC’s programs. For instance, in 2011-12, AtBC orchestrated 29 fam trips to 99 
different sites across BC, by 113 media and travel representatives. 

 AtBC hosted several stakeholder-industry receptions that brought together market-ready 
operators, travel trade and media representatives. These well-attended events provided 
opportunities for Aboriginal stakeholders to develop relationships with influential travel 
organizations capable of supporting the promotion and marketing of Aboriginal tourism. These 
resulted in the development of several media stories as well as enhanced partnerships for AtBC 
stakeholders. 

 AtBC participated in several travel trade shows that cater to AtBC visitor markets. Its presence at 
ITB, BTF, Canada’s West Marketplace, and Rendevous Canada led operators like Jonview to 
develop working relationships with a number of AtBC stakeholders province-wide including: Best 
Western Tin Wis Resort, Tsa-Kwa-Luten Resort, Quaaout Lodge, St. Eugene Mission Resort, Spirit 
Ridge in Osoyoos, Ksan, and the Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre. In addition, these events led to 
AtBC stakeholders being included in high profile marketing programs such as the Canadian 
Tourism Commission’s Signature Experiences Collection and Hello BC’s 100 BC Moments 
campaigns. 

 AtBC working relationships with travel trade representatives contributed to the development of a 
greatly improved and positive reputation for AtBC and its stakeholders. About 84% of respondents 
to a 2012 Travel Trade survey felt that AtBC and its stakeholders had collectively contributed to 
making BC a more attractive travel option for their businesses by providing opportunities to 
include Aboriginal tourism experiences in tour packages. 

 AtBC’s marketing activities evolved as the influence of social media on travel and tourism travel 
behaviour became more apparent. In response to emerging trends, by its expanded online social 
media program. For instance, as Facebook and Twitter’s importance as communication channels 
grew in popularity, so did AtBC’s market penetration via these mediums. In 2012, its Facebook 
presence generated an estimated 296,000 page impressions from about 71,000 viewers. Twitter 
interactions approximated 134,000 impressions in 2012 (Sprout Social Reporting 2013). AtBC 
website attracted an estimated 47,800 visitors in 2012. 

 
Markets, Volume and Revenue 

 Tourist interest in various aspects of Aboriginal culture is strong but relatively untapped in most 
of Canada’s key international markets (Global Tourism Watch 2011). However, conversion of this 
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market interest into actual participation (i.e., percent of travelers experiencing Aboriginal tourism 
attractions / products / services, etc.) is reported to be greater in BC. 

 During the period 2006 to 2010, the overall weighted incidence of travelers in BC experiencing 
Aboriginal tourist attractions/products/services increased 69% over 2006 levels. Given the 
unprecedented media exposure concerning Aboriginal cultures in BC during the 2010 Olympic 
Games, as well as the accelerated levels of Aboriginal tourism marketing undertaken by AtBC and 
its partners since then, it is likely that incidence levels are now higher than those in 2010. 

 Based on overall BC overnight visitor flows and associated Aboriginal tourism incidence levels, 
about 3.7 million visitors experienced Aboriginal tourism in BC in 2010. This amounts to almost a 
doubling of such visits over estimated 2006 levels. This is remarkable growth given the generally 
poor performance of Canada's international travel markets during the same period. 

 Overall, these overnight visitors spent an estimated $40 million on Aboriginal tourism trip 
activities in BC during 2010. This represents a doubling of expenditures in the 2006-2010 period. 

 
Tax Revenue 

 Direct tourist expenditures generate a variety of tax revenue streams for Canada's various levels of 
government. In 2010, taxes from Aboriginal tourist related spending approximated $11.3 million. It is 
reasonable to assume that under the short lived HST regime in BC (2011-2012), tourism tax revenues 
increased significantly above the 2010 levels. 

 
Aboriginal Tourism Businesses 

 Awareness of a growing demand for Aboriginal tourism accelerated the emergence and/or expansion of 
Aboriginal tourism businesses between 2006 and 2012. During this period, the number of these 
businesses identified as operating in BC increased to about 204. This represented an expansion of 
about 85% over 2006 levels. As well, a 2012 survey of existing businesses indicated that the majority 
of the respondents felt that over the preceding three years only had their businesses improved in 
product and market competitiveness, but also had increased revenues. They also expressed confidence 
in future prospects, particularly with respect to increasing future market awareness, customer service 
quality, and travel trade partnerships. 

 
Aboriginal Tourism Employment 

 An estimated 2,900 FTE employees comprised the Aboriginal tourism businesses workforce in 2012. 
This represented an overall increase of 66% over 2006 levels. Greatest increases (159%) were in part-
time year round and peak season positions. Overall, about half (49%) of these positions were filled by 
Aboriginal employees. This share rose to 54% for workers in full-time year round jobs. Aboriginal 
Tourism Operator Performance Perceptions to 2010. 
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 On average, Aboriginal tourism operators participating in a 2012 survey (AtBC, 2012a) reported that 
they employ about 14 FTE employees. Approximately 11 of these workers were hired on a full-time year 
round basis. Overall, about half (49%) were filled with Aboriginals 

 Despite confronting many challenges, BC’s Aboriginal tourism operators generally reported positive 
growth in their businesses. About 54% felt that their business revenues had increased over the 
preceding three years, and almost half of them indicated they had strengthened their marketing 
programs during that period (AtBC Business Survey, 2011). 

 
AtBC’s Reputation and Perceived Affect on BC’s Aboriginal Tourism Industry 

 Aboriginal tourism operators and other partners suggest that while opportunities for improvement 
exist, AtBC has played a key role in nurturing an increasingly positive reputation for Aboriginal tourism 
and its own capacities. 

 In 2012, a large majority of travel trade survey participants confirmed that AtBC (along with its 
stakeholders and partners) played key roles in increasing market ready product availability, staff 
professionalism, and prospects for tour development over the next five years. 

 Similarly, a significant majority of Aboriginal tourism operator survey participants felt that AtBC had 
helped increase tourism employment opportunities, customer service capacity, opportunities for tour 
operator partnerships, and global market awareness of Aboriginal tourism in BC. 

 
While AtBC’s implementation of the Blueprint Strategy commenced slowly in its initial years, in recent 
times the organization has made significant headway. Its Strategy activities are recognized as contributing 
to the increased market awareness, business readiness, partnerships, and market growth needed to 
sustain this fledgling tourism sector for Aboriginal communities, entrepreneurs and the broader economy. 
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The AtBC Blueprint Strategy was prepared in 2005 during a time of robust economic growth, strong 
consumer optimism, and overall tourism prosperity. It was built to systematically guide and accelerate the 
growth of Aboriginal cultural tourism in British Columbia. Through the creation and implementation of a 
targeted combination of product development, human capacity building, marketing, and industry 
partnership initiatives, the overriding goals were to help Aboriginal cultural tourism stakeholders capture 
the many potential economic benefits of this emerging business sector and position it as an integral 
contributor to BC’s competitive advantage on the global tourism stage. Over the ensuing years, AtBC 
pursued the Strategy’s goals and objectives. 
 
This report highlights strategic actions taken and performance outcomes associated with AtBC’s activities 
during the period 2006-2012 and suggest prospects for the future. Its findings are based on a review of 
AtBC reports and records concerning the organization’s activities during this time, as well as broader 
economic and tourism industry performance indicators provided by related government and industry 
agencies. 
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1 THE CHANGING ECONOMIC AND TOURISM LANDSCAPE 

Regional tourism performance is greatly influenced by local as well as external economic conditions. 
Tourist expenditures are discretionary. During periods of economic expansion, spending on tourism goods 
and services tends to increase. However, tourist spending retracts quickly when the economy is not 
performing well. Commencing in 2008, the far-reaching effects of an almost global economic downturn 
dampened tourism industry performance in many international markets. This situation extended to Canada. 
 
Fortunately, the depth of BC’s economic retreat was softened by increased construction, service and 
consumer expenditures related to preparations for and delivery of the 2010 Winter Olympic and Paralympic 
Games. While BCs overall international overnight visits dropped (-14%) during the period 2006-2012, its 
domestic markets grew substantially (18%) (MJTI, 2012). Despite these market challenges, AtBC moved 
forward with not only laying a stable foundation for future growth, but also capitalizing on those 
opportunities that existed. 
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2 ABORIGINAL TOURISM ASSOCIATION OF BC 

Since 1997, the Aboriginal Tourism Association of British Columbia (AtBC) has operated to advance 
Aboriginal cultural tourism with the vision of exceeding expectations. Many reasons inspired the creation of 
the organization – creating employment in Aboriginal communities, promoting First Nations cultures and 
contributing to their preservation, contributing to the growth of Aboriginal economies. 
 
The Aboriginal Cultural Tourism Blueprint Strategy (2005) laid the foundation for the development of 
Aboriginal cultural tourism in British Columbia. It was created through the involvement of Aboriginal 
tourism operators, First Nations, youth, community leaders, travel trade operators, the tourism industry, the 
Canadian Government, and the exceptional support of the BC government’s tourism staff. The Strategy was 
supported with intelligence gathered from extensive research conducted with visitors to BC, wholesale 
travel trade operators promoting travel to BC, Aboriginal tourism operators supplying products and services 
to travelers, and Aboriginal community leaders interested in increasing tourism job opportunities for their 
citizens. From these sources and a review of other indigenous tourism experiences worldwide, the Blueprint 
Strategy emerged. It defined what Aboriginal tourism and Aboriginal cultural tourism is, provided a vision 
for what it could become in BC, and listed the principles and values that would guide the Strategy’s 
implementation. Essentially, it provided a roadmap for three tiers of programming that would lead to 
Aboriginal cultural tourism growth in British Columbia. Consequent to the first five years of its 
implementation, the Strategy and the approach to its development and implementation is increasingly 
recognized as a ‘success story’ in indigenous tourism development for others to emulate. 
 
The Strategy provided a three-tiered approach to developing Aboriginal cultural tourism. Each tier focused 
on specific functions:  

 TIER 1: AWARENESS – create awareness and understanding of tourism and the benefits and 
opportunities for Aboriginal people and First Nations with the intent to increase involvement in the 
industry. 

 TIER 2: PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT/CAPACITY BUILDING – build the skills and knowledge needed to 
increase the quality of the Aboriginal tourism experiences and the professionalism of their 
delivery, and work with other industry partners to jointly develop strategies to take advantage of 
emerging industry sector opportunities. 
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 TIER 3: MARKETING – promote the BC Aboriginal cultural tourism industry. 

 
Based on these Tiers, AtBC (the lead Aboriginal organization for this initiative) developed and implemented 
tools, training programs, workshops and promotional activities designed to help First Nations and 
Aboriginal businesses, and community members participate in a meaningful way in the tourism industry. 
Through these programs and activities the network of stakeholders pursuing Aboriginal tourism 
opportunities has grown to include not only Aboriginals, but also stakeholders outside the Aboriginal 
community (e.g., travel trade, regional tourism organizations, local governments, and tourism operators). 
Overtime and with experience, AtBC’s operations have evolved, and partnership and outreach activities 
have expanded dramatically. This has led to collaborations with new partners and other industry 
stakeholders. These relationships have led to not only support for existing programs, but also AtBC’s 
involvement in broader tourism industry initiatives and strategic planning initiatives with other Aboriginal 
communities. 
 
Since AtBC’s implementation of the Strategy in 2006, the organization has grown in reputation and is 
becoming a ‘best practice’ model for other Indigenous tourism organization worldwide to emulate. Its 
transition from a fledgling volunteer organization to a fully staffed not-for-profit association complete with 
a Board of Directors representing tourism operators in each of BC’s six tourism regions is impressive. 
Similarly its formal recognition and support from First Nation political organizations in BC, demonstrates 
its alignment with broader First Nation goals, as well as its importance to Aboriginal tourism development. 
The following sections highlight AtBC’s Blueprint Strategy activities and outcomes associated with them. 
 

2.1 TIER 1: Awareness 

Interest in tourism development by First Nations, Aboriginal and Métis people in British Columbia has 
increased since AtBC’s implementation of the Blueprint Strategy. This is at least partially attributable to 
AtBC’s on-going refinements to how it supports and engages Aboriginal peoples in tourism initiatives, the 
growing number of partnerships it has nurtured, the availability of a relatively stable stream of 
implementation resources, and the many successes it has achieved through the implementation of its 
Blueprint Strategy. Collectively, these factors have enhanced AtBC reputation amongst Aboriginal tourism 
stakeholders as the ‘go to’ agency for tourism development. 
 

2.1.1 Tourism Awareness Activities 

Since 2006, AtBC has actively promoted tourism as an economic and cultural means of increasing 
Aboriginal for improved quality of life, cultural preservation, employment creation, and community 
development. Its activities reached out to First Nation communities and organizations, Aboriginal and Métis 
organizations, as well as youth and community groups. Its awareness building initiatives have included 
participation in career days and delivering tourism workshops to Aboriginal groups in a variety of settings. 
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The primary intent of these activities was to increase understanding of tourism development opportunities, 
and potential career paths. Examples of these awareness building programs are listed below. 

 Participating in career fairs throughout the province – including Abbotsford, Vancouver, Nanaimo, 
Prince George, Kamloops and Kelowna. 

 Presenting classroom workshops promoting tourism opportunities to Aboriginal youth. For 
example, presentations were made at several post-secondary institutes – BCIT, Camosun College, 
Capilano College, Native Education Centre, and SFU. 

 

2.1.2 Stakeholder Members 

Since moving from a member-based to a stakeholder focused model in 2009 AtBC has substantially grown 
its network of stakeholders. These stakeholders are businesses and organizations paying directly or 
indirectly for services and programs provided by AtBC. In 2012, this network of stakeholders included 152 
organizations / businesses distributed across BC (Table 1). However, the majority of them operated in the 
Vancouver Coast & Mountains and Vancouver Islands regions. 
 

Table 1 - Estimated AtBC Stakeholder Distribution and Revenue by Type 2012 
Engagement Type  Tier 3  Tier 2 Associate Overall 
# of Organizations Involved  55 55 42 152 
% of Total Stakeholder Revenue 78% 10.5% 11.5% -- 

 
 

2.2 TIER 2: Product Development and Capacity Building 

2.2.1 Product Development 

Tier 2 product development initiatives were emphasized in the early years of the Blueprint Strategy’s 
implementation program. Particular attention was given to fostering greater market-readiness and travel 
trade relationships. AtBC developed and delivered several capacity building programs during the 2006-
2012 period. As a consequence, AtBC now has a portfolio of proven manuals / guides that can be used to 
inform stakeholders about ‘best practices’ in these subjects. These include: 

 BC Aboriginal Tourism Education / Training Handbook 

 AtBC Cultural Authenticity and Cultural Protocols Resources 

 Transforming Aboriginal Communities through Tourism – a Handbook for Community Champions 

 Aboriginal Cultural Tourism Business Planning Handbook 

 Cultural / Heritage Tourism: a Handbook for Community Champions (and associated workshops) 
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2.2.2 Capacity Building 

AtBC also developed and delivered a range of tourism training programs for Aboriginal operators and their 
employees. These were designed to increase understanding of Aboriginal tourism opportunities and related 
management skill requirements. These sessions were often delivered in partnership with local groups. This 
included: 

 Partnering with regional economic development organizations to deliver sessions for targeted 
audiences. These sessions were delivered primarily beyond the Vancouver lower mainland in 
communities such as Prince Rupert, Williams Lake, Nanaimo, Osoyoos, Richmond, Port Alberni, 
and Prince George. 

 Conducting seven different programs with Aboriginal groups in 20 different communities across 
BC. Designed specifically for Aboriginal participants. About 274 people attended these programs. 

 
Examples of the manuals developed to guide these sessions included: 

 Trailblazer – Cultural Interpretation / Hospitality Training 

 Train the trainer program 

 Participants program 

 Business Development Training 

 Train the trainer program 

 Participants program 

 Trailblazers / Ready to Work Training program 

 

2.2.3 Industry Relations 

AtBC conducted a range of activities with First Nations, to broaden its base of support and collaboration 
with travel trade businesses, tourism operators, and government agencies. Most importantly, it received 
formal endorsement and support for its activities from BC First Nations through the First Nations 
Leaderships Council. This influential Council is comprised of leaders from the BC Assembly of First Nations, 
First Nations Summit, and Union of BC Indian Chiefs. Further it has a declaration of endorsement from 
Métis Federation BC. 
 
AtBC also nurtured relationships with other non-Aboriginal tourism industry organizations. These included: 
provincial and regional Destination Marketing Organizations (DMOs) such as Tourism BC, the Canadian 
Tourism Commission, some regional DMOs, as well a labour capacity building organizations like Go2 and 
LinkBC. These and other related industry relations building activities have significantly enhanced AtBC’s 
capacity to fulfill its mandate. The largest share of AtBC’s partners is non Aboriginal private industry 
operations (e.g. travel trade) (46%), a further one-third are Aboriginal organizations / First Nations (32%), 
with government organizations and agencies completing the balance (22%) (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 - Aboriginal Tourism Partnerships by Ownership Type 

 
Since the realignment of AtBC’s Board of Directors’ structure to provide greater regional representativeness 
for Aboriginal tourism, the Association has refocused its planning, and marketing development initiatives 
to better address regional priorities throughout the province. Through this process, it has also tightened 
connections between its stakeholders and regional tourism associations. 
 
These partnerships have led to in greater awareness of Aboriginal tourism and their inclusion in travel 
trade packages, the establishment of Klahowya Village in Vancouver’s Stanley Park, extensive media 
coverage, the incorporation of Aboriginal tourism in regional and sector strategies, employment and 
training, and increased support for events and product development. In addition, expanded relationships 
developed with the province’s high school and college level education system have played a fundamental 
role in increasing awareness of tourism career opportunities and requirements for Aboriginals. 
 

2.2.4 Outreach Activities 

AtBC maintains a presence in BC and Canada’s tourism and related initiatives through participation in 
planning committees, events, career fairs, meetings, festivals and forums. The first year of AtBC 
implementing the Blueprint Strategy its activities were related to building awareness, and then after that 
activities began to even out with Tier 2 Product Development and Tier 3 Marketing growing in importance. 
However, in 2010, AtBC focused more on Tier 3 Marketing to capitalize on the large number of media 
focused on Vancouver for the 2010 Winter Olympics. In 2011/12 and 2012/13 though, there has been a 
shift towards development and marketing tasks as the Aboriginal tourism industry blossoms. 
 
A challenge that AtBC faces is trying to maintain a balance of presence in all BC tourism regions. The issue 
is complicated by a few factors: the relative presence of Aboriginal tourism operators, visitors, ease of 
visitor transportation access, and interest in Aboriginal participation in each region. Consequently, a large 
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portion of outreach activities take place in Vancouver, the Vancouver Coast & Mountains region, and 
Thompson Okanagan where the greatest opportunities for immediate wins seem more abundant (Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 2 - Outreach Activity by Tourism Region  

 

2.2.5 Partnerships 

AtBC’s partnerships are primarily designed to enhance the product development and marketing capacities 
of its stakeholders. These partnerships have evolved over time. Their absolute number expanded more than 
seven fold from an initial 7 in 2006 to 51 in 2012. Almost half (46%) of them involved relations with either 
private sector companies or tourism industry destination management organizations. On average, each 
partnership has existed for about 2.4 years. The largest proportions of them entail collaborations for either 
marketing (~50%) or training (~25%) purposes. While several of the partnerships (~33%) focus on 
regions throughout the province, the largest share (66%) are centered in the Vancouver Coast & Mountain 
region (AtBC 2006-2012 Partnerships Report) (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 - Partner by Tourism Region 

 
Overall, these partnerships have contributed to: a greater awareness of Aboriginal tourism; increased 
inclusion of Aboriginal tourism experiences in travel trade packages; the establishment of Klahowya Village 
as a ‘gateway’ attraction that introduces Aboriginal tourism opportunities to BC visitors; and, expanded 
Aboriginal tourism capacity building programs for existing and emerging Aboriginal business operators and 
their employees. In addition, partnerships with BC’s secondary and college/university institutions have 
played fundamental roles in increasing Aboriginal youth awareness of tourism career opportunities and 
employment skill requirements. 
 

2.2.6 Travel Trade Relations 

As its understanding of how best to leverage opportunities with travel trade operators has grown, AtBC 
developed programs designed to more effectively nurture relations with tour operations interested in BC’s 
Aboriginal tourism products. It has pursued many projects designed to deepen travel trade business 
relations and gain market advantage with influential tour operations. 
 
Attendance at travel trade events has generated ongoing and growing interest in Aboriginal tourism. 
Discussions reveal that there is an interest to incorporate the Aboriginal tourism product into itineraries 
and packages, the problem is that they operator doesn’t know how. AtBC receives critical feedback on the 
current products and market intelligence on emerging, stable and declining markets, thus magnifying the 
role that AtBC plays in facilitating and educating the parties on how to prepare for and how to work 
together. One such role is regularly updating travel trade on activities, events and new products through 
ongoing communication, such as quarterly emails /newsletters with product updates, and special events. 
Some of the more significant actions it pursued in the last two years include: 
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 Participating in the 2011 ITB travel trade show in partnership with the Canadian Tourism 
Commission. This resulted in AtBC representatives conducting 47 meetings with qualified travel 
trade partners. It also included meetings with Receptive and Group tour operators (like JAC Travel, 
Canadian Travel Partners, Brewster, and Rocky Mountaineer). These visits revealed travel trade 
representatives were experiencing growing interest and inquiries from travelers intrigued by 
opportunities for specialized Aboriginal cultural tourism experiences. 

 Working with travel trade to develop itineraries of Aboriginal experience packages. 

 Taking part in Canada’s West Marketplace in 2011 and 2012, AtBC staff conducted almost 50 
meetings with receptive tour operators, tour operators and other tourism partners such as RDMOs, 
DMOs and attraction providers at this event. 

 Hosting travel trade receptions (2-3 annually) since 2010. These sessions showcased Aboriginal 
tourism and provided a venue for networking with the travel trade, tourism media, and First 
Nations stakeholders. Each event included about 20 Aboriginal operators, and anywhere from 30 
to 60 tour operators, travel media, industry representatives, interested in or engaged with 
promoting Aboriginal tourism opportunities. For instance, in November 2011, AtBC hosted one of 
these receptions at the Musqueam Cultural Centre. It attracted 19 Aboriginal tourism businesses, 
and 30 key travel trade companies. As one attendee indicated: 

 

“It was great to get this kind of exposure to some outstanding Aboriginal tourism operators 
that exist just in B.C! The displays were fantastic and food was deeeelicious – and how cute was 

young Eli’s dance! There were only a handful of suppliers that APT could potentially work 
(due to location / size) with, but I did collect everyone’s brochures and cards for future 

reference. I hope you’ll continue to hold these events in the future and that more suppliers that 
can cater to groups are able to attend.” – Mai Tran - APT Group (Tour Operator from 

Australia) 

 

 “I had such a great experience and truly felt part of the Aboriginal Family. I will discuss... 
making a specific Aboriginal tariff… to that we can more easily  

communicate to our self-drives.” – Dirk Tepstra, Canadian Travel Design. 

 

“It was a great event, very helpful with some strong story leads… I would love to get a list of all 
new partners.” – Anne Rose, Westworld 

 
Participating in Rendez Vous Canada (2012), this event provided valuable insights into AtBC’s progress 
with travel trade partners. 

 CSM Travel included an Aboriginal-themed fly-drive in their 2013 tariff, scheduled for distribution 
to their European Tour Operator Clients. The fly-drive includes the following AtBC Stakeholders: 
Bill Reid Art Gallery, Klahowya Village, Salmon n' Bannock, Nk’Mip Spirit Ridge Vineyard Resort, 
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Nk'Mip Winery, St. Eugene, Quaaout Lodge, Squamish Lil’wat, Tsa-Kwa-Luten Lodge Cultural 
Centre, Nuyumbalees Cultural Centre, Best Western Tin Wis Resort. 

 Jonview intended to continue working with a number of AtBC's stakeholders including: Best 
Western Tin Wis Resort, Tsa-Kwa-Luten Resort, Quaaout Lodge, St. Eugene Golf Resort Casino, 
Spirit Ridge Vineyard Resort and Spa, Spirit Bear Lodge, Haida Lodge (new for 2013), Squamish 
Lil’wat Cultural Centre, Quw’utsun Centre, Ksan Association, Umista Cultural Centre (in a 
package from Midnight Sun Adventures. It also had representatives participating in fam tours to 
examine Aboriginal products in BC. 

 Travel trade operators intended to expand relationships with Rocky Mountaineer Tours which 
intends to deepen connections with the Squamish Lil’Wat Cultural Centre in Whistler. 

 There is a growing demand amongst travel trade operators for Aboriginal tourism experiences that 
can be incorporated into existing BC tour packages. 

 Aboriginal operator’s participation in websites like Trip Advisor boosts the credibility and exposure 
of their businesses. 

 
Attendance at these and other travel trade events has generated ongoing and growing interest in 
Aboriginal tourism. Discussions reveal that there is an interest to incorporate the Aboriginal tourism 
product into itineraries and packages. The current challenge, however, involves readying Aboriginal tourism 
operators for participation. It regularly update its stakeholders and travel trade representatives about 
approaches, activities, events and new product opportunities that will make Aboriginal tourism businesses 
more competitive. This information is shared through a diverse set of workshops, forums and regular 
communications via regular emails / newsletter, and social media applications with potential travel trade 
partners (AtBC ITB Report 2012). 
 
An on-line survey with 20 travel trade representatives currently involved with or interested in promoting 
Aboriginal tourism in BC was also conducted in 2012. Its purpose was to determine travel trade attitudes 
about how AtBC and its stakeholders were progressing. About 55% of the respondents were solely inbound 
operators, and another 20% of them provided both inbound and outbound services. At least half (50%) of 
them worked with segments of BC’s international markets in the United States, United Kingdom, Germany, 
and Australia. About 55% of these operators worked in partnerships with AtBC, and another 40% were 
interested in doing so in the future. 
 
Overall, their responses indicated that a large majority of them felt that AtBC and its stakeholders had 
collectively contributed somewhat or a lot to: 

 Increasing awareness of (~95%) and interest in (~89% ) incorporating Aboriginal tourism 
products and services into tour packages) 

 Increasing awareness of tourism products and service packaging opportunities (~94%) 

 Expanding the diversity of Aboriginal products and services attractive for tour packages (~93%) 
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 Heightening the quality of Aboriginal products and services attractive to tour packages (~88%) 

 Providing the kind of pre-purchase marketing support for Aboriginal tourism products and 
services tour packages that was attractive to travel trade operators (~75%) 

 Making the destination, a more attractive travel option for their markets by incorporating 
Aboriginal tourism tour package opportunities (~84%) 

 

My business has increased a great deal since I joined AtBC. I have had the opportunity to be a 
part of the Olympics, Klahowya Village etc. … It has brought my business to a higher level 

(Operator Survey 2012) 

 

2.2.7 Stakeholder Relations 

As part of its on-going stakeholder relations efforts, AtBC conducts annual and sometimes semi-annual 
Stakeholder Forums. These are designed to keep its constituents aware of AtBC initiatives supporting 
Aboriginal tourism development. They forums also provide a venue for workshops and discussion 
concerning emerging stakeholder issues shaping the growth of Aboriginal tourism in this province. 
 
Since 2009, six of these forums have occurred. On average, each forum has attracted about 61 
stakeholders (excluding AtBC staff). These stakeholders are typically a mix of Aboriginal tourism business 
operators (90%) and economic development / destination marketing representatives (10%). 
 
Most recently (2013) AtBC helped orchestrate a National Aboriginal Tourism Opportunities Conference in 
BC. Working with public and private sector partners, it provided a forum for national and international 
stakeholder discussions concerning interested in Aboriginal tourism development. This event showcased 
AtBC’s governance, and management model, and highlighted the Association’s past accomplishment and 
challenges, as well as intended future actions. Overall, it attracted about 205 participants comprised of 
tourism business operators, investment and economic development agencies, travel trade, and destination 
marketing agents from across Canada and internationally. The conference firmly positioned AtBC as a 
leader in nurturing Aboriginal tourism development, and extended its network of potential partners and 
stakeholders. 
 

2.2.8 Strategic Planning and Development 

AtBC is engaged in a growing number of outreach initiatives supporting strategic planning and 
partnerships related to Aboriginal tourism development. 
 
Based on its growing positive reputation, it has been instrumental in embedding of Aboriginal tourism in 
Canada’s strategic tourism development and marketing programs (Government of Canada, 2011). This has 
led to the inclusion of BC based Aboriginal tourism imagery and experiences in the Canadian Tourism 
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Commission’s Signature Experiences Collection – a major breakthrough in the positioning of Aboriginal 
tourism in Canada. The program includes BC-based Aboriginal tourism related elements (CTC, 2013). At a 
provincial level, the performance of AtBC and its stakeholders has contributed to the inclusion of Aboriginal 
tourism as a strategic priority in the province’s strategic tourism plan (Gaining the Edge, MJTI 2012-2016). 
In addition, Aboriginal tourism related experiences were included in the province’s 100 BC Moments online 
advertising and search engine based marketing campaign in 2012 (www.100BCMoments.com). 
 
At a more regional level, AtBC has played an integral role in helping shape emerging and potentially 
extensive Aboriginal tourism development initiatives in the Cariboo Chilcotin Coast, and Coastal First 
Nations / Great Bear Rainforest regions. 
 
Both of these planning programs were extensively informed by approaches to community engagement, 
product development (authenticity), market readiness, human capacity building, and marketing, advocated 
by and nurtured by AtBC. The Cariboo Chilcotin Coast Region Aboriginal Tourism Strategy involved 
representatives from 28 First Nations communities, while the Regional Sustainable Aboriginal Tourism 
Implementation Framework Priority Opportunity Study involved personnel from seven First Nations. Both 
projects are helping consolidate growing Aboriginal community awareness of, and interest in, the use of 
cultural tourism as an economic and socio-cultural development agent in traditional Aboriginal territories. 
Additionally, outreach initiatives by AtBC have led to an increased willingness from BC long-standing 
regional and municipal destination organizations to partner with Aboriginal tourism operators. 
 

2.3 TIER 3: Marketing 

AtBC’s evolution is especially evident in the transformation of its marketing programs. In the early years, 
marketing activities focused on establishing connections and building awareness with the travel trade. 
Typical activities involved the creation of ‘lure’ advertisements in tourism and industry publications 
promoting Aboriginal tourism. Other activities included conducting general media relations, producing 
print materials including a provincial catalogue of Aboriginal products, organizing fam tours, and 
attending industry and consumer shows. 
 
In more recent times, emphasis has shifted to not only retaining many of these previous initiatives, but 
also employing alternative channels to support its growing set of emerging market-ready products and 
services. Its overall consumer marketing campaign now has a consistent “Our Story, Your Experience” 
branding theme embedded in all promotional materials. This extends to a messaging in its more regionally 
focused promotions. 
 
Social media has also emerged as an increasingly important part of its communication strategy with the 
travel trade and visitors. Its social media tactics are designed to drive visitors closer to selecting an 
Aboriginal tourism experience and BC as their destination. The recent adoption of a variety of analytical 

http://www.100bcmoments.com/
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web tools enables AtBC to track its internet-based marketing performance. In response to the on-line data 
collected, AtBC adjusts its page content and marketing programs to increase market appeal. 
 
With these relatively recent adaptations to technology over the past two years, significant increases in 
interaction with potential travelers have occurred. Overall website traffic generated approximated 47,800 
visitors in 2012. This represented about a substantial increase in website visits (39%), unique visits 
(43%), page views (30%), and new visits (~3%) over 2011 levels. The duration of these visits was quite 
comparable (1% greater) and bounce rates were marginally higher (6%). (Google Analytics 2013). The 
largest share of these users was from Canada (~81%) and the United States (~8%). Smaller proportions 
came from the UK, Germany and Australia (~1% each). Referrals to the website from other on-line sources 
also grew by about 35% over 2011 levels (Google Analytics 2013). 
 
AtBC’s Facebook and Twitter presence also contributed to greater awareness of Aboriginal tourism in BC in 
2012. Its Facebook initiatives generated an estimated 296,000 page impressions from about 71,000 users. 
It fledgling Twitter initiatives which started in the fall of 2012 led to about 150 interactions which led to an 
estimated 134,000 impressions (Sprout Social Reporting 2013). 
 

2.3.1  Aboriginal Tourism Operator Marketing Programs 

The intensity of marketing activities provided by AtBC to its stakeholders varies according to the program 
to which they subscribe. In 2012, it offered two program options to business operators. These were 
Associate and Marketing Stakeholder programs. 
 
Associate Stakeholders Marketing Stakeholders 

Ideal for artists, performers, craftspeople, industry partners 
and community organizations, or for businesses that don’t 
meet all the eligibility requirements of Marketing Stakeholders. 

Benefits: 

 Regular email updates from Keith Henry, AtBC CEO. 

 A profile web page on the AtBC Corporate website 

 Tourism industry research 

 Attend the 2013 AtBC Annual General Meeting plus 
Stakeholder Forums 

 Business development support from AtBC staff 

 Special events participation 

For Aboriginal cultural tourism ventures selling directly to the 
public; applicants are required to satisfy all market-ready 
criteria. 

Benefits: 

 All Associate Stakeholder benefits 

 AtBC’s consumer and travel trade website promote with 
separate listings for each experience type offered with 
link to business website 

 Print brochures promotion 

 Travel trade shows and other industry marketing events 
promotion 

 Media Relations program promotion 

 Promotion at special events 

 Voting privileges with AtBC after 12 months of 
participation in an AtBC Marketing program 

 
In addition, voluntary and at no additional cost in AtBC’s cultural tourism authenticity program was 
provided for market-ready businesses that satisfied authenticity requirements. Qualifying participants 
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were distinguished from the others, by a separate Authenticity brand. This included 4 previously approved 
Aboriginal tourism operators plus 2 new participants in 2012. 
 

2.3.2 Advertising 

In concert with other more traditional advertising tactics, AtBC’s advertising program has evolved due to 
an on-going shift towards on-line marketing. Many of its emerging strategies involve the use of social 
media. Consequently, AtBC’s advertising presence is now apparent on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, 
LinkedIn, and YouTube platforms. For instance visitors to AtBC’s Klahowya Village have utilized these 
media for sharing their experiences and opinions concerning their experiences at this gateway Aboriginal 
tourism attraction. Visitor remarks serve to boost Aboriginal tourism’s profile on the web. 
 
In more print-based communications, maintenance of AtBC’s advertisement placements in regional 
tourism catalogues and magazines continues. However, it now places a greater emphasis the use of full as 
opposed to half page inserts. 
 

2.3.3 Print and Collateral Materials 

In the early years of the Blueprint Strategy, a single publication was produced to promote Aboriginal 
tourism products. This publication was distributed primarily through BC’s visitor information centers and 
other key tourism venues like BC Ferries and the Vancouver Airport. In 2010 the establishment of AtBC’s 
Klahowya Village, provided a unique opportunity to distribute Aboriginal print collateral. Another novel 
distribution centre for some of AtBC’s print collateral involved a partnership with Pacific Coast Air. 
Building on its participation in one of AtBC’s travel trade receptions, it decided to include AtBC 
advertisements in its in-flight magazine. This was designed to promote the availability of Aboriginal 
tourism opportunities along its various flight routes. 
 
In 2012, regional rack cards replaced this singular province-wide publication. AtBC produced from 5,625 to 
13,175 cards per region. These cards featured the Aboriginal tourism stakeholders within each individual 
region. About 53% of these rack cards were distributed through BC visitors’ centers and BC Ferries. The 
remainder was distributed at AtBC’s Klahowya Village in Stanley Park. In addition separate tariff sheets for 
each region were distributed at travel trade events. 
 
In 2012, also AtBC refined its print / collateral materials and focused on producing and distributing 
regional publications as opposed to a single generic piece. As in previous years, these publications were 
distributed at various outlets and centers – such as BC Visitor Information network regional distribution 
centers, BC Ferries, Klahowya Village in Vancouver’s Stanley Park, and at other events and venues as 
requested. These materials were also made available for online download through AtBC’s website 
www.aboriginalbc.com. 
 

http://www.aboriginalbc.com/
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2.3.4 Fam Tours 

In 2011 and 2012, there were 29 fam trips over 84 days exposing 113 travel and media fam tour 
participants to Aboriginal cultural experiences in the six tourism regions (Table 2, Figure 4). Vancouver 
Coast & Mountains was the favored region in 2011 following the Olympics, while in 2012 interest shifted to 
Northern BC destinations. 
 

Table 2 - Fam Trips 2011 & 2012 
 2011 2012 Total 
# Fam Trips 10 19 29 
Attendance 55 58 113 
Sites Visited 61 38 99 

 
 

 
Figure 4 - Total Fam Trips by Tourism Region 2011 & 2012 

 

2.3.5 Media and Publicity Activities 

Interest in Aboriginal cultures and tourism has risen since the inception of the Blueprint Strategy. Boosted 
by the 2010 Winter Olympic Games, as well as in the preceding years of 2008 to 2009 which generated 117 
media based information releases (print, radio, television, blog) converting to roughly $790,000 in media 
exposure, the interest by media in Aboriginal tourism continued during the Olympics which was in part 
gained through alliances and partnerships Aboriginal tourism established with travel trades, industry 
organizations, and media itself. In 2010, this increased 9 times to an estimated 930 Canadian or US 
publications produced and distributed reports on BC based Aboriginal-related experiences to their 
respective audiences equating to a 2010 advertising value of about $6.9 million of which 71% ($4.1 
million) was attributed to US publications. 
 
In 2011 and 2012, AtBC activities focused on increasing its media presence through online sources, 
transferring staff time to developing new tools for media relations and supporting activities of media 
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activities related to fam trips and Klahowya Village. Publicity activities were frequently linked to events and 
collaboration activities with other industry, such as strategic planning and initiative releases. 
 

2.3.6 Stakeholder and Industry Relations 

Maintaining and growing AtBC’s stakeholder network is an important task. The network provides 
opportunities to inform the development of proposed strategic action plans; provides opportunities for the 
identification of critical issues requiring attention; and acts a venue for demonstrating the Association’s 
accountability to stakeholders and partners. Through regular e-newsletters updates and stakeholder 
forums, as well are regional meetings and presentations, AtBC retains connections with its stakeholders 
and partners. 
 
This led to increased requests by stakeholders for AtBC’s support on a variety of marketing, development, 
and capacity building fronts. In response, AtBC has increasingly assisted First Nation communities and 
stakeholders by engaging in advisory committees and projects that support tourism into specific regions of 
the province. In 2012, AtBC participated in 9 First Nations projects in 4 tourism regions. 
 
In addition, Aboriginal tourism industry stakeholders increasingly approached AtBC for expertise and 
support in developing collaborations with other tourism businesses across the province. AtBC provided this 
type of support by recommending potential Aboriginal tourism partners and assisting with connecting 
them. 
 
In early 2013, AtBC conducted Aboriginal Business Match interviews with economic development leaders in 
32 First Nations communities. This program was designed to identify potential areas of focus and 
emphasis in future AtBC programming. While most (90%) of the community leaders interviewed were from 
communities with no direct affiliations with AtBC, all of them expressed interest in building such relations 
in the future. Their interests were especially centered on matters related to: 

 Product development ~41% 

 Marketing ~28% 

 Tourism planning ~19% 

 Capacity building ~16% 

 
In 2010, AtBC modified its governance structure to include a Board of Directors comprised of regional 
representatives from BC’s six tourism regions, as well as another three elected ‘at large’ members. When 
AtBC gets a request for engagements in an area, the AtBC Regional Director and if there is a Director at 
Large from that area is invited to participate or provide input. This shift pushed its focus deeper into 
development issues not only in the Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island, but also in other regions of the 
province. It has increased the aligned of programs, services and initiatives, and regional intelligence where 
AtBC is involved. 
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To further increase regional inclusion, AtBC implemented an on-line CEO e-newsletter communication 
strategy. It is s now produced and distributed roughly 9 times per month via email. The distribution list 
includes not only Aboriginal tourism stakeholders and First Nations leaders, but also broader travel trade, 
MLA, government, and others interested non-Aboriginal groups. Each newsletter provides snapshot 
summaries of activities relevant to AtBC stakeholders (e.g., tourism trends, programs, events, government 
policies, partnerships etc.) and the development of Aboriginal tourism in BC’s regions. The e-newsletter 
distribution list increased from the beginning of 2011 to 2012, from 370 to 815. In 2011, 72 campaigns (e-
updates) were distributed, and in 2012 increased to 113. 
 
In addition, AtBC conducted an Aboriginal Business Match program with economic development leaders in 
First Nations communities across BC. It identifies tourism development needs that AtBC can help address. 
While many issues are typically identified, commonalities in themes exist. For instance, in early 2013 AtBC 
staff contacted representatives from 32 communities. While most (90%) of the communities were not 
currently AtBC stakeholders, all were interested in building relations in the future, particularly in matters 
related to: 

 Product development ~41% 

 Marketing ~28% 

 Tourism planning ~19% 

 Capacity building ~16% 

(AtBC Aboriginal Business Match Summary 2013) 
 
Similarly, a survey of 41 Aboriginal tourism operators conducted in 2012, suggests that AtBC stakeholder 
networking and programming initiatives are generating positive results. In particular, they indicated that 
in the past three years: 

 The competitiveness of their products had increased (53%) 

 The competiveness of their marketing programs had increased (41%) 

 Their tourism business revenues had increased (44%) 

 AtBC helped increase Aboriginal tourism employment opportunities (76%) 

 

2.3.7 Aboriginal Cultural Tourism Authenticity Program 

AtBC’s Aboriginal Cultural Tourism Authenticity Program was launched in time for the 2010 Winter 
Olympics and Paralympic Games, and featured five certified Aboriginal Cultural Tourism products. This 
first program of its kind, was designed to recognize, brand and promote Aboriginal owned tourism 
experiences that satisfied the First Nations cultural appropriateness, industry expected operating 
standards, while offering an appropriate level of First Nation cultural experiences. In 2012, 6 certified 
products existed. 
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2.3.8 Klahowya Village  

The Blueprint Strategy recognized that the Vancouver-Whistler-Victoria area captured the majority of BC’s 
visitors. In order to encourage these visitors to travel to other points in BC where the majority of Aboriginal 
tourism experiences are located, a unique Aboriginal gateway ‘gathering place’ in Vancouver was needed. 
AtBC responded to this reality by establishing Klahowya Village in Stanley Park after the Games. This 
attraction is now the gathering place for introducing visitors to the diversity of Aboriginal tourism 
opportunities across the province. Over its three years of operation, the Village has become the meeting 
place for tourists to learn of and celebrate First Nation and Métis cultures in BC. Klahowya has been 
designated one of the 100 BC Moments in Tourism BC’s summer campaign, and one of the 10 BC Moments 
featured on Vancouver Coast & Mountains website. Internet based Trip Advisor consumer reactions to this 
attraction have been generally quite positive, although opportunities for improvement exist (Table 3). 
 

Table 3 - Klahowya Village Consumer Comment Ratings 2012  

Overall Experience  % of Respondents  
Excellent 50% 
Very Good 30% 
Average 11% 
Poor 1% 
Terrible 7% 

N=99 
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3 ABORIGINAL TOURISM ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 

3.1 Introduction 

Macro indicators of Aboriginal tourism performance between 2006 and 2012 are reported in this section. 
These indicators are based on data gathered from reviews and extrapolations of data reported in Federal 
and British Columbia tourism reports, AtBC project documents, as well as stakeholder surveys and 
interviews conducted by the Audit Team. As such, the findings are shaped by the amount and quality of the 
data available. Appendix 1 summarizes the approaches used to develop the performance measures 
reported. 
 
For the most part, Aboriginal tourism’s fortunes are based on broader forces and trends affecting BC 
travelers, as well as the ability of Aboriginal tourism operators to attract and retain a reasonable share of 
them. Over the past decade, a combination of global socio-economic forces and increased competition has 
dampened overall travel growth in BC. Despite these challenges, AtBC, along with its stakeholders and 
government partners (e.g. Tourism BC) have introduced several programs to increase the awareness, 
market-readiness, and availability of Aboriginal tourism products and services for BC visitors. These efforts 
have fostered significant growth in this sector. 
 
Because of Aboriginal tourism’s largely emergent character, this performance is an important step forward 
for not only Aboriginal tourism operators and their communities, but also BC’s broader tourism industry. 
Aboriginal tourism is an additional value-added ingredient that enhances this region’s overall 
attractiveness as a world class tourism destination. 
 
All economic estimates in this summary are based on data available in 2010. Subsequent data for 2011 
and 2012 are included where deemed appropriate. 
 

3.2 Incidence Levels 

In most of Canada’s primary travel markets, Aboriginal tourism is not a prime motivator for choosing a 
destination (Insignia, 2009). However, it is a valued ‘add-on’ for many visitors upon arriving at the 
destination. Currently, BC’s Aboriginal tourism visitors are largely drawn from tourists already travelling in 
BC. The share of those visitors participating in Aboriginal tourism is referred to as the incidence level. 
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Incidence levels are dependent on how many people are aware of, interested in, and able to access the kind 
of Aboriginal experiences they seek. As such, the marketing and capacity building activities of AtBC and its 
partners play significant roles in influencing incidence levels. 
 
The overall weighted average Aboriginal tourism incidence level approximated 22% in 2010. This was 69% 
greater than levels existing in 2006. It is likely that unprecedented levels of Aboriginal culture exposure 
associated with the Olympics in 2010, as well as AtBC's accelerated marketing initiatives since then have 
increased incidence levels even further through 2012 (Table 4). 
 

Table 4 - Estimated Aboriginal Tourism Incidence Rates by Market 2006-2010* 

Market 2006 (%) 
2010 
(%) % Change  

BC 9 15 88 
Domestic 11 17 54 
US 22 31 41 
Other 34 37 8 
Overall 13 22 69 

*Estimates based on special cuts of Tourism BC Visitor Study data 2008,  
and Global Tourism Watch findings 2011. 

 
While international interest and experience in Aboriginal tourism in Canada is quite strong, Global Tourism 
Watch data (2011) confirm that British Columbia ranks highest in converting international travelers into 
actual Aboriginal tourism visits. 
 

3.3 Tourism Overnight Visitor Volume Estimates 

BC’s Aboriginal tourism operators depend on visitors already travelling in British Columbia for the lion’s 
share of their revenues. Overnight visitor traffic estimates from 2006 to 2010 provide a useful benchmark 
for comparisons. Currently, comparative information for 2011 or 2012 is unavailable. 
 
About 3.7 million visitors were estimated to have experienced Aboriginal tourism in 2010 (Table 5). This 
amounted to almost a doubling of estimated 2006 levels. This was remarkable growth given the general 
poor performance of Canada in international travel markets during this period. Most of this expansion in 
visitor volumes was likely due to improved incidence rates caused by greater market awareness and 
product readiness nurtured by AtBC and its partners between 2006 and 2010. 
 

Table 5 - Estimated Aboriginal Tourist Overnight Visits 2006-2010 (000's) 
Market 2006 2010 % Change 
Domestic 962 1,981 106% 
US 598 1,101 84% 
Other 315 608 93% 
Overall 1,875 3,689 97% 

*Domestic and International estimates based on reported overall visitor volumes  
(MJTIb) and weighted market incidence levels. 
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3.4 Tourist Expenditure Estimates 

On average, Aboriginal tourism visitors spend about the same trip amount daily as do other overnight 
travelers in BC. However, their trip durations tend to be approximately 65% longer (AtBC, 2004). As a 
consequence, their overall trip expenditures are typically greater than those of other overnight visitors. 
While aspects of Aboriginal tourism travel have likely shifted since 2003, its share of typical BC trip time 
spending is probably the same. 
 
Overall, overnight visitors spent an estimated $40 million on Aboriginal tourism related trips in BC in 2010. 
This represented a doubling of 2006 levels (Table 6). Given the growing presence of Aboriginal festivals, 
events, and attractions, it is reasonable to assume that spending by non-overnight travelers might 
increase these estimates by another 20%. 
 

Table 6 - Estimated Tourism Expenditures 2006-2010 ($millions)* 
 2006 2010 % Change 
Expenditures 20 40 100% 
* Based on estimated Aboriginal trip incidence rates (TBC 2008), Aboriginal share of trip days  

and trip purpose information (AtBC Consumer Survey, 2003) 

 
While the reported expenditure increases are impressive, significant opportunities exist to raise spending 
levels. AtBC’s various capacity building, product readiness and marketing programs are poised to increase 
not only the incidence, but also the frequency and duration of visits and subsequent spending at Aboriginal 
tourism venues. 
 

3.5 Tourism Tax Revenue Estimates 

Direct tourist expenditures generate a variety of tax revenue streams for Canada's various levels of 
government. In 2010, taxes from Aboriginal tourist related spending approximated $11.3 million (Table 7). 
 

Table 7 - Estimated Aboriginal Tourist Tax Revenues Generated, 2010 ($ millions) 
 Government Type 2010 ($ millions) 
Federal $ 5.8 
Provincial $ 4.5 
Municipal $ 1.0 
Overall $11.3 

* Revenue to tax ratios based on MCTA Tourism Action Plan (2007) and COTA estimates (2009). 

 
Since 2010, there have been significant alterations to federal and provincial tax regimes in BC. Currently, 
estimated tourism related tax information is unavailable. However, it is reasonable to assume that under 
the short lived HST regime, tourist related taxes increased significantly through 2011 and 2012 (COTA 
2009). 
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3.6 Tourism Business Estimates 

Awareness of a growing demand for Aboriginal tourism products and services accelerated the emergence 
and/or expansion of Aboriginal tourism businesses between 2006 and 2012. During this period, the number 
of these businesses identified as operating in BC increased to about 204 (AtBC, Business Directory Review 
2013). This represented an increase of about 85% over 2006 levels (Table 8) and an unprecedented level of 
Aboriginal investment and commitment to such ventures. 
 

Table 8 - Aboriginal Business Development 2006-2012 

Businesses 2006* 2012** 
% change 
2006-2012 

New  110* 204 85% 
* AtBC Business Operator Survey (2006), and Business Directory Review (2006) 
** AtBC, Business Operator Survey (2012), and Business Directory Review (2013).  

 

Most of these ventures operated in a turbulent market environment in recent years. However a survey of 41 
operators (AtBC, 2012a) suggests that many of them felt that their businesses had either ‘held their own’ 
or grew over the past three years. They were most apt to agree that between 2009 and 2012, their business: 

 Product competitiveness remained the same (19%) or increased (53%) 

 Revenues remained the same (13%) or increased (45%) 

 Marketing competitiveness remained the same (42%) or increased (42%) 

 Employee complement either remained the same (56%) or increased (22%) 

 Operating days either remained the same (58%) or increased (16%) 

 
They also expressed confidence concerning future prospects. For example, most of them anticipated that 
over the next five years, their operations would experience: 

 Some (48%) or a lot (52%) of improvement in market awareness 

 Some(47%) or a lot (50%) of improvement in tourism customer service capacity 

 Some (33%) or a lot (64%) of improvement in partnerships with inbound and receptive tour 
operators (AtBC 2012a) 

 
Operators also expressed interest in extending their partnerships with AtBC. Between 2009 and 2012, they 
were most likely to have participated in AtBC’s: stakeholder sessions (68%); on-line marketing programs 
(56%); media relations programs (47%); and consumer marketing campaigns (45%) (AtBC, 2012). 
Building on those experiences, they indicated even greater interest in future programs focusing on: 

 On-line marketing (81%) 

 Stakeholder sessions (78%) 

 Media relations (78%) and the Consumer Campaign 
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3.7 Employment 

An estimated 2,900 FTE employees comprised the Aboriginal tourism businesses workforce in 2012. This 
represented an overall increase of 66% over 2006 levels. Greatest increases (159%) were in part-time year 
round and peak season positions (Table 9). 
 
On average, Aboriginal tourism operators participating in a 2012 survey (AtBC, 2012a) reported that they 
employed about 14 FTE employees. Approximately 11 (76%) of the workers were hired on a full-time year 
round basis. The remaining 3 FTE positions (24%) were comprised of employees in a variety of part-time 
and/or peak season positions. Overall, about half (49%) of these positions were filled with Aboriginal 
employees. This share rose to 54% for workers in full-time year round jobs (AtBC, 2012). 
 

Table 9 - Tourism Employment Creation 2006-2012 

FTEs 2006* 2012** 
%Change 
2006-2012 

Full-time  1,454 2,175 50% 
Part time  264 684 159% 
Overall 1,718 2,859 66% 

*Aboriginal Business Operator Survey, 2006 
**Aboriginal Business Survey, 2012 

 

3.8 Business Perceptions / Reputation  

Aboriginal tourism’s continued growth and success depends on its reputation with key stakeholders. A 
positive reputation can lead to increased resources, competencies, market awareness and opportunity. An 
organization’s reputation is influenced by how its internal values, governance systems, and behaviours are 
perceived by existing and/or potential external stakeholders. Data collected from travel trade, Aboriginal 
tour operators, and other partners suggest that while opportunities for improvement exist, AtBC has played 
a key role in nurturing an increasingly positive reputation for Aboriginal tourism in BC. From a starting 
point of significant skepticism about the Association’s ability to deliver on its mandate in 2006, AtBC’s 
actions have helped not only enhance Aboriginal tourism’s reputation but also build its reputation with key 
stakeholders. 
 
Travel trade operators participating in AtBC’s 2012 on-line survey confirm AtBC’s and Aboriginal tourism’s 
enhanced status (AtBC, 2012c). Collectively, they indicated that AtBC and its stakeholders had collectively 
assisted (somewhat or a lot) in increasing: 

 Authentic product availability (56%) 

 Staff professionalism (75%) 

 Market-ready product availability (88%) 

 Prospects for tour development over the next five years (95%) 
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“We are a relatively small Receptive Tour Operator who offers creative and exciting products, 
so Aboriginal tourism is the perfect fit. The stories told by these First Nations are a can’t-miss 

experience that embodies the spirit of Western Canada.” – Dirk Terpstra, Canadian Travel 
Design, Receptive Tour Operator. March 2013 

 
Similarly, large proportions of the Aboriginal tourism operators (AtBC, Aboriginal Business Survey, 2012) 
stated that AtBC helped increase somewhat or a lot: 

 Employment opportunities (76%) 

 Customer service capacity (97%) 

 Inbound tour operator partnerships (97%) 

 Global market awareness (100%) 

 
In addition, other important government and non-government organizations offer further evidence of AtBC’s 
and as a consequence Aboriginal tourism’s growing reputation and contribution: 
 

“Aboriginal tourism represents an incredible growth opportunity for our industry. It’s 
important that we continue to support experiences in which visitors have the opportunity to 
experience B.C.’s Aboriginal roots.” -- Andrea Shaw, Chair, Destination British Columbia 

Board of Directors 

 

“I am often struck by how privileged we are to live in a part of the world with such deep and 
fascinating cultural roots. I’m delighted that AtBC is continuing their strategy for growth, and 

am confident they will be as successful as in the past in drawing more tourists to our wide 
variety of Aboriginal experiences.” – Ben Stewart, Minister of Citizens Services and Open 

Government  

 

“British Columbia’s Aboriginal history and culture are vital to our province’s social tapestry. In 
a time of fierce tourism competition from around the world, B.C.’s Aboriginal experiences are 
a very special product that put us ahead of the pack. Our government believes that Aboriginal 
tourism is a key part of B.C.’s tourism success, and we are pleased to support their marketing 

strategy.” – Pat Bell, Minister of Jobs, Tourism and Skills Training  
and Responsible for Labour 

 

3.9 Future Outlook 

Significant progress and momentum follows the last five years of activity by AtBC and its partners. 
Indicators of awareness, interest, engagement, partnerships, marketing penetration, business 
development, employment and reputation all point upward. While progress in a few short years has been 
impressive, it is clear that continuing this climb at such a rapid pace will be challenging. Several factors 
contribute to this position: 
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 Like most tourism sectors, AtBC depends to a large extent on market forces beyond its control to 
provide visitors for its products. Currently, those market forces are exceptionally volatile and, as 
in other parts of the world, Canada and British Columbia are susceptible to them. For instance 
while several indicators suggest that the US economy is showing signs of recovery, the general 
feeling is that potential flows of US visitors to Canada (our largest travel market) will be 
dampened by a general lack of consumer confidence in the US, as well as by concern over 
increasing gas prices, travel costs and tourism product prices in Canada. Similarly, many parts of 
Europe (a traditional high yield tourism market for BC) are stuck in recession and prospects for 
increased outbound flows of visitors are anticipated to be limited to a few select countries in the 
Eurozone (EuroMonitor International 2013). 

 While promising hopes of dramatic increases in tourists from the BRIC countries exist, there are 
concerns that the growing economies of these places can ‘whipsaw’ back into poorer status 
rapidly. In Canada, a recent Bank of Canada report has reduced its growth forecasts for 2013 to 
1.75%, approaching recessionary levels (Bank of Canada 2013). In BC, estimates from the BC 
Business Council (BCBC, 2013) indicate some optimism but express concern that 2013 
performance is heavily dependent on how events unfold in these other regions. Early overnight 
visitor data for 2013 indicate that winter arrivals have been positive, and that overall overnight 
visitor traffic is up 2.5% over the preceding year (Destination BC, 2013). AtBC performance will 
be significantly influenced by how the BC larger tourism industry performs, and how well it 
positions itself to not only capture existing traffic, but help generate more travel within the 
province. 

 Aboriginal tourism is not the prime motivator for most tourism travel to Canada. As such it is 
incumbent on AtBC to increase its share of existing markets. To date it has had remarkable 
success increasing the incidence of visitors in BC frequenting Aboriginal tourism venues. To 
advance further, it will have to retain or increase its current incidence gains and wherever 
possible o extend the stay and spend of these visitors. Currently, the greatest opportunities exist 
in BC’s domestic markets. Not only are estimated Aboriginal tourism incidence rates lowest 
amongst Canadian travelers, but the domestic market is increasing in size for BC. It currently 
represents more than 70% of all overnight trips in BC. 

 Awareness of Aboriginal tourism opportunities in Canada’s international markets is limited, but 
interest is relatively high. Despite optimistic estimates for capturing travelers in some markets, 
AtBC will have to partner with other more internationally focused destination marketing 
organizations (e.g. CTC, Destination BC, and international outbound travel trade organizations) to 
increase its presence and importance in the minds of travelers. While such partnering has 
started, there is much room for increasing its role. 

 Despite progress, there is still opportunity for improving the quality and market-readiness of 
Aboriginal tourism offerings. To compete successfully against other well known indigenous 
destinations, AtBC will have to work with its partners to ensure its products are authentic, and 
ready for access to the travel trade, as well as destination booking agencies. 
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 Aboriginal tourism is gaining increasing global attention amongst niche travel markets. They are 
seeking opportunities to learn about and experience authentic Aboriginal cultures in unique soft 
and hard adventure situations. To be attractive to these niche segments, AtBC must work with its 
partners to create ‘iconic’ experiences capable to creating a ‘buzz’ with the travel trade and these 
potentially trend setting customers. 

 Overall, BC’s Aboriginal tourism offerings are relatively well positioned or at least at par with 
competitors seeking travelers from the Americas or Europe. It has greater competition in Asia. 
AtBC must work strategically and effectively with its partners to gain a foothold in the emerging 
and potentially massive Chinese and Indian markets if it is to continue to match its performance 
to date. 
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APPENDIX 1: SUMMARY OF REPORT PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR DEFINITIONS, CALCULATIONS AND SOURCES 

 
 
1) INCIDENCE LEVELS: % share of travelers and/or their travel party visiting a First Nation attraction or 

event while on their BC trip. 

SOURCE: Tourism BC Visitor Information Centre Intercept Surveys 2006-2008. Special data cuts 
(October 2009). 

CALCULATION: Weighted average of Aboriginal incidence rates for all survey locations in each 
survey year. 

ASSUMPTION: Incidence rates identified in the Tourism BC surveys are representative of those 
across the province. 

 
2) ABORIGINAL TOURIST VISITS: # of overnight travelers visiting Aboriginal attractions /events as part of 

their BC trip. 
SOURCE: Tourism BC overall visitor estimates, 2006-2009; MTCA estimates 2010 and 2011 

(January 2011) Conference Board of Canada overall visitor estimates 2012  
(September 2009). 

CALCULATION: Overall tourism visit estimates (000’s) / Overall average Aboriginal incidence  
rate by year. 

ASSUMPTIONS: Tourism visits will increase at least the same rate as those forecasted by MTCA 
2011, and Aboriginal tourism incidence rates will remain stagnate through 2008-2012. 

 
3) OVERALL TOURIST EXPENDITURES: Overall $s (millions) spent collectively by overnight travelers who 

included visits to Aboriginal attractions/events in their BC trips. 
SOURCES: Tourism BC overall visitor expenditure estimates, 2006-2011 (Jan, 2011) Conference 

Board of Canada overall visitor expenditure estimates, 2012 (September 2009); Tourism 
BC Visitor Information Centre Intercept Survey special First Nation incidence and 
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expenditure data cuts 2006-2008 ); Aboriginal Blueprint Strategy Consumer Survey –trip 
reason cut (AtBC 2003). 

CALCULATION: Overall estimated tourism revenue x Weighted average Aboriginal tourist incidence 
rate x Estimated Aboriginal share of overall BC trip length (6%) x Aboriginal share of trip 
reason (34%). 

ASSUMPTION: Expenditures will increase at least the same rate as those estimated by MTCA 
through 2011 (January 2011) and Tourism the Conference Board of Canada in 2012 
(+5%). 

 
4) TAX REVENUES: Government tax revenues generated for federal, provincial and local governments via 

tourism activity including Aboriginal attractions/events. 

SOURCES: Tourism revenue to tax ratios based on the Council of Tourism Associations report:  
The Impact of Sales Tax Harmonization on the British Columbia Tourism Industry 
(October 2009). 

CALCULATION: 

 FEDERAL TAX REVENUE: Overall Aboriginal tourist expenditure estimates x Federal 
tourist revenue to tax ratio (14.5%). 

 PROVINCIAL TAX REVENUE: Overall Aboriginal tourist expenditure estimates x BC 
tourist revenue to tax ratio (11.2%). 

 MUNICIPAL TAX REVENUE: Overall Aboriginal tourist expenditure estimates x Avg. BC 
municipal tourist revenue to tax ratio (2.6%). 

ASSUMPTION: No specific data concerning Aboriginal tourist revenue to tax ratios exists. This 
report’s assessment of tax revenue impacts assumes that the tourist revenue to tax 
ratios will be similar as those for tourism in BC. Similarly, no forecast of the impact of 
the Harmonized Sales Tax on Aboriginal tourism was available at the time of this 
report’s preparation. This report uses estimates developed for BC tourism in general as 
its benchmark. Overall it is anticipated that the HST will result in increased taxes in 16 
of BC’s 20 tourism product sectors, for an average overall increase of 4.66% in the 
average price of tourism related products and services (Council of Tourism Associations, 
October 2009). Due to the unknown character of this tax on Aboriginal tourism 
operations, the HST has not been included in the tax revenue estimates. 
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5) TOURISM BUSINESSES: Operating Aboriginal cultural tourism attractions, events, food and beverage, 
accommodation, tour operations, and other related establishments. 

SOURCES: AtBC Business Survey, 2006 and Aboriginal funding institution inquiries  
(Pers. Comm. 2009). AtBC Aboriginal Business Survey 2012. 

CALCULATION: 

 2006: BC base + reported annual absolute increases in operated and /or expanded 
businesses - # of businesses reported x Avg. BC business attrition rate (-2.3%)  
(BC Stats 2009). 

 2012: BC base identified in directories - artisan businesses. 

ASSUMPTIONS: The 2006 and 2012 AtBC Business Operator Surveys captured data from a 
representative cross section of operating businesses. (In both 2006 about half of 
identified businesses provided data. In 2012, about a quarter of these businesses 
participated). 

 
6) TOURISM EMPLOYMENT: 

SOURCES: AtBC Aboriginal Business Operator Survey employment data 2006; AtBC Aboriginal 
Business Operator Survey Employment Data, 2012. 

CALCULATION: 

2006 Number of businesses x Avg. FTE/Business  
(i.e. 13.22 full-time and 2.40 part-time positions) 

 2012 Number of businesses x Avg. FTE/Business 
(11 full-time and 3 part-time FTEs per business) 

ASSUMPTION: Sample of Aboriginal tourism business operators is representative. 
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APPENDIX 2: ABORIGINAL TOURISM MARKET APPEAL 2009 

 

Table 10 - Aboriginal Tourism Market Appeal 2009 
Indicators of Interest 
/Engagement 

USA 
(%) 

Australia 
(%) 

Germany 
(%) 

France 
(%) 

UK 
(%) 

South Korea 
(%) 

Japan 
(%) 

China 
(%) 

Mexico 
(%) 

Interest in experiencing 
Aboriginal culture / 
attractions (2009)  

42 43 74 78 42 56 51 86 61 

Canadian Aboriginal 
culture/ attraction 
experience incidence 

n/a 28 26 41 19 45 20 19 56 

BC Aboriginal culture / 
attraction experience 
incidence  

n/a 34 33 46 28 47 18 n/a 59 

Source Global Tourism Watch (2011)) 
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APPENDIX 4: TRAVEL TRADE SURVEY SAMPLE 
CHARACTERISTICS 

 
This AtBC Travel Trade Industry Survey conducted on-line in 2012 included 20 representatives primarily 
(55%) engaged in partnerships with AtBC stakeholders, or interested in establishing (40%) establishing 
such ties in the future. The majority of them (55%) were solely inbound operators, and another 20% were 
from companies providing both inbound and outbound services. While none of them dealt solely with a 
single travel market, at least half (50%) were engaged with operations in BC’s prime markets in the United 
States, United Kingdom, Germany, and Australia. Since 2005, about 77% of them had included some or a 
lot of Aboriginal tourism products and services (not necessarily BC based) in their tour packages. 
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APPENDIX 5: ABORIGINAL TOURISM OPERATOR SURVEY 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 

 
The AtBC Aboriginal Tourism Operators Survey was conducted on-line in 2012. It captured data from the 
operators of 41 Aboriginal tourism businesses. It represents only the perspectives of those respondents 
contacted from a roster of AtBC’s stakeholders. The largest proportions of them operated a combination of 
tour (54%), attraction (39%) and retail services (39%). The greatest share of their operations was located 
in BC’s Lower Mainland (49%) or Vancouver Island (24%). Slightly over half (51%) of them operated their 
business on a year round basis. Overall, 20 (50%) of their enterprises were established prior to 2005. 
Overall, their tourism operations were most likely to have previously used AtBC’s: Stakeholder Sessions 
(68%); On-line marketing programs (56%); Media relations programs (47%); and Consumer campaigns 
(45%). Intended future use of these programs was expected to increase amongst these businesses. 
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